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SB 1526 STAFF MEASURE SUMMARY
Senate Committee On Finance and Revenue

Prepared By: Beau Olen, Economist
Meeting Dates: 2/6

WHAT THE MEASURE DOES:
Miscellaneous bill. Changes are made to property tax, income tax, and corporate activity tax in three
areas—Clarification of 2023 Legislation; Policy Changes; and Technical Changes—as summarized below.

Clarification of 2023 Legislation
 Section 1: Makes ADU/Multiplex property tax exemption amount proportional to the percent of the

constructed/converted property’s square footage meeting requirements.
 Section 2: Aligns applicability of the Short-Line Railroad Tax Credit policy changes made in HB 3406 (2023)

with the 2029 sunset of the tax credit as extended by HB 2071 (2023).
 Sections 3-4: Cancels outstanding, uncollectible, property taxes for port district property held by the federal

government under a leasehold interest.
 Section 5: Aligns applicability of the Pass Through Entity Elective Tax (PTE-ET) changes made by SB 1524

(2022), with the 2025 sunset of program as extended by HB 2083 (2023).
 Sections 6-8: Adds applicability clause to the tax credit created by HB 2071 (2023), specifying it is applicable

for tax years 2024 through 2029. Clarifies sharing of credit certification information.

Policy Changes
 Section 9: Expands the PTE-ET program by allowing trusts to be members of a PTE electing to be liable for the

PTE-ET. Applies to tax years 2024 and 2025.
 Section 10: Extends the Industrial Site Readiness Program three years by moving the sunset from July 1, 2023,

to July 1, 2026.

Technical Changes
 Sections 11-25: Technical changes to property taxes are available in the Section Contents document available

in the OLIS Meeting Materials.
 Section 26: Creates general exemption from CAT for amounts collected by businesses for government

purposes (e.g. taxes) from the imposition of the CAT. Deletes specific exemptions that are redundant with the
new general exemption.

 Section 27: Extends the period OEA must notify DOR that a kicker has been triggered, and the period that DOR
must notify the public, by moving the deadlines one month to November 1st and 15th, respectively.

 Section 28: Specifies that OEA determines amount of CAT revenue to transfer to the State School Fund, rather
than LFO and LRO.

ISSUES DISCUSSED:

EFFECT OF AMENDMENT:
No amendment.

BACKGROUND:
On January 11, 2024, there were informational meetings on SB 1526 (then, LC 169) in the Senate Interim
Committee on Finance and Revenue and the House Interim Committee on Revenue.


